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! 12!Stone!1989).!!This!coalition!includes!actors!coming!from!a!variety!of!sectors!with!diverse!interests.!Ultimately,!all!actors!in!the!coalition!are!looking!to!maximize!their!own!interests.!Private!actors!exploit!their!own!preemptive!power!to!gain!access!to!the!governing!coalition!and!influence!policies.!The!broad!interests!of!the!actors!in!the!“governing!coalition”!are!similar,!yet!in!specific!situations!individual!interests!may!contradict!the!goals!of!the!regime.!For!example,!a!publicly!traded!utility!company’s!main!interest!is!profits!and!charging!more!for!their!services.!The!general!population!of!a!municipality!probably!would!not!believe!it!is!in!their!best!interest!to!pay!more!for!gas!or!electricity!each!month.!!! This!is!where!regime!theory!becomes!analytically!difficult.!The!goal!of!a!regime!is!to!empower!those!within!it!by!maximizing!the!interests!of!multiple!parties!in!order!to!bring!about!results!that!could!not!have!been!achieved!independently.!Stone!identifies!this!coordination!of!efforts!across!institutions!as!“civic!cooperation”!(Stone!1989).!Cooperation!does!not!always!happen.!In!order!for!a!regime!to!be!successful!actors!must!commit!to!it!and!sometimes!be!willing!to!sacrifice!(Stone!1989).!Cooperation!is!not!necessary,!but!it!is!valuable.!Sometimes!regimes!are!able!to!influence!actors!into!believing!their!interests!align!with!those!of!the!regime!in!the!longOrun.!This!is!problematic!when!specific!actors!are!systematically!influential!over!others!(Mossberger!and!Stoker!2001).!! While!this!alignment!of!divergent!interests!and!resources!into!a!“governing!coalition”!is!important!in!regime!theory!analysis,!the!theory!is!rooted!in!who!has!access!to!the!decision!making!process!and!who!does!not!(Mossberger!and!Stoker!2001).!Gaining!access!to!a!regime!is!dependent!on!having!resources!to!give.!




















































































Subject# Title# Organization#Representing## Role#in#Development# Source#of#Contact#Information#
Karen#Weigert# Chief#Sustainability#Officer# City#of#Chicago##(Office#of#the#Mayor)# Project#Lead/#Sustainability#Council# Philip#Hale#
Olivia#Cohn#
Chicago#Climate#Action#&#Sustainability#Specialist# Global#Philanthropy#Partnership#
"With#Additional#Support#From"/#Historical#Consultant# Aaron#Durnbaugh#Tom#McKone# Principle# Civic#Consulting#Alliance# Technical#Consultant# Aaron#Durnbaugh#
William#Abolt# Vice#President#Energy#&#Sustainability#
Shaw#Environmental#&#Infrastructure# Consultant/#Green#Ribbon#Committee## Aaron#Durnbaugh#Hipolito#(Paul)#Roldan# President#and#CEO#
Hispanic#Housing#Development#Corporation# Green#Ribbon#Committee#Co@Chair# Phone#Call#
Sunil#Garg#
Vice#President,#Chief#Information#and#Innovation#Officer# Exelon#Corporation# Green#Ribbon#Committee# Karen#Weigert#
Carlos#Nelson# Executive#Director#






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































!! Economic! Environmental! Social!! Total""1.Economic+Development+
and+Job+Creation! 1! 2! 0! 3"2.Energy+Efficiency+and+
Clean+Energy! 2! 3! 0! 5"3.Transportation+Options! 6! 3! 3! 12"4.Water+and+Wastewater! 0! 3! 2! 5"5.Parks,+Open+Space,+And+
Healthy+Foods! 1! 1! 2! 4"6.Waste+and+Recycling! 0! 2! 0! 2"7.Climate+Change! 0! 3! 0! 3"
Total"" 10" 17" 7" 34"!!
!! Economic! Environmental! Social!! Total""1.Economic+Development+
and+Job+Creation! 5! 7! 1! 13"2.Energy+Efficiency+and+
Clean+Energy! 6! 12! 0! 18"3.Transportation+Options! 13! 12! 15! 40"4.Water+and+Wastewater! 0! 15! 6! 21"5.Parks,+Open+Space,+And+
Healthy+Foods! 2! 6! 10! 18"6.Waste+and+Recycling! 0! 9! 0! 9"7.Climate+Change! 0! 9! 2! 11"






!! Not!at!All! Implicit! Explicit! Total""1.Economic+Development+and+Job+Creation! 2! 0! 0! 2"2.Energy+Efficiency+and+Clean+Energy! 3! 0! 0! 3"3.Transportation+Options! 6! 1! 0! 7"4.Water+and+Wastewater! 4! 0! 0! 4"5.Parks,+Open+Space,+And+Healthy+Foods! 1! 1! 1! 3"6.Waste+and+Recycling! 1! 0! 1! 2"7.Climate+Change! 3! 0! 0! 3"
Total"" 20" 2" 2" 24"!!
!! Not!at!All! Implicit! Explicit! Total""1.Economic+Development+and+Job+Creation! 2! 0! 1! 8"2.Energy+Efficiency+and+Clean+Energy! 3! 0! 0! 12"3.Transportation+Options! 6! 3! 0! 29"4.Water+and+Wastewater! 4! 0! 0! 20"5.Parks,+Open+Space,+And+Healthy+Foods! 1! 4! 1! 13"6.Waste+and+Recycling! 1! 1! 1! 9"7.Climate+Change! 3! 0! 0! 9"

























































































From$Private#Business/Industry# 6# 10#Economic#dev.#Corporation# (1)#1# 1#Planning#Consortia# 1# 4#College/University# 1# 2#Private/Community#Economic#Dev.#Foundation# (2)#2# (4)#5##Non\Profit## 2# (1)#12#Chamber#of#Commerce# 0# 1#Ad#Hoc#Citizen#Group# 0# 1#County# 0# 1#State#Government# 0# 2#Regional#Organization# 0# 1#Union# 0# 2#Utility# 0# 2#
Total$$ (3)$13$ (5)$44$
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! 93#definition#on#environmental#sustainability#stating#that#“when#you#are#thinking#about#something#being#sustainable#it’s#essentially#environmental#work#because#you#are#making#smarter#decisions#to#do#everything#in#a#less#environmentally#impactful#way#if#it’s#something#that’s#going#to#last.”#This#idea#of#making#decisions#conscious#of#their#environmental#impact#is#how#Carlos#Nelson#defines#sustainability.#As#a#representative#of#underserved#communities,#sustainability#is#about#a#deeper#understanding#of#the#effects#people#have#on#the#environment.#He#defines#sustainability#as#“being#conscious#of#the#things#that#make#up#our#environment#and#the#impact#that#we#play#on#that#environment.”#Both#of#their#definitions#are#grounded#in#the#day\to\day#lifestyles#of#Chicagoans#that#may#not#be#involved#in#sustainability#work#at#all.### The#focus#on#being#able#to#live#life#into#the#future#is#also#significant#in#the#definitions#of#Hipolito#Roldan#and#Sunil#Garg,#although#they#both#focus#on#energy#efficiency.#Roldan,#the#head#of#a#housing#development#corporation#states,#“sustainability#to#me#is#creating#efficiencies#in#the#use#of#energy#and#how#we#live#our#daily#lives.”#Efficiencies#and#specifically#energy#efficiency#is#the#focus#of#Garg’s#definition#of#sustainability#that#asks#the#question,#“have#you#developed#systems#that#allow#for#the#continuous#operation#of#that#system#over#time?”#The#fact#that#the#developer#whose#work#is#largely#focused#on#saving#utility#expenses#and#the#utility#provider#both#focus#on#energy#efficiency#is#very#interesting#and#sheds#light#on#their#interests#in#the#process.### Of#the#eight#actors#interviewed#they#all#understand#that#sustainability#is#about#living#into#the#future.#A#majority#of#their#definitions#focus#on#environmental#
! 94#sustainability#and#energy#efficiency#and#only#two#of#the#eight#even#bring#up#social#sustainability,#but#it#is#not#the#focus#of#their#definition.##A#significant#finding#in#this#section#is#that#none#of#the#actors#brought#up#social#and#economic#equity#or#community#development#in#their#definitions.#Even#Roldan#and#Nelson,#who#represent#community#voices#and#later#on#recognized#the#need#for#community#voices,#did#not#acknowledge#social#and#economic#equity#in#their#definitions.#By#the#time#they#had#been#asked#about#who#was#involved#in#the#network#and#who#was#not#they#had#been#asked#about#the#role#of#issues#like#economic#equity,#food#access#and#environmental#justice#in#their#definitions#of#sustainability.#With#that#they#could#have#realized#the#need#for#those#voices,#but#it#is#very#significant#that#they#did#not#at#the#onset#see#community#development#as#even#being#apart#of#their#definitions#of#sustainability.#These#interests#are#further#explored#now#to#understand#why#stakeholders#were#involved#in#the#development#of#the#plan#and#what#they#wanted#to#get#out#of#being#involved#in#the#development.###
Purpose$of$Involvement$# Many#of#those#interviewed#made#it#clear#that#strengthening#the#city#of#Chicago#and#ensuring#the#new#administration’s#focus#on#sustainability#was#an#important#reason#behind#their#involvement.##Consultant#Tom#McKone#made#it#clear#throughout#his#interview#that#both#his#own#goal#and#the#goal#of#the#Civic#Consulting#Alliance’s#partnership#with#the#City#of#Chicago#were#to#“deliver#a#world#class#city.”#In#helping#the#new#administration#build#this#world#class#city,#sustainability#was#an#important#element.#Olivia#Cohn#of#the#Global#Philanthropy#Partnership#echoed#this#idea,#but#also#expanded#it#to#a#focus#on#the#environment.#She#stated#that#her#






! 99#themes#with#application#in#many#corners#of#the#city.#And#yet,#the#actors#involved#in#the#development#do#not#see#the#plan#as#having#such#a#diverse#set#of#goals.#The#actors#really#saw#that#the#plan#was#focused#on#environmental#sustainability#and#job#creation.#The#two#main#targets#for#the#plan#were#seen#really#as#the#business#community#and#the#city#officials#themselves.### The#plan’s#environmental#aspects#shined#through#in#the#development#of#the#plan.#William#Abolt#said#that#the#goal#of#the#plan#was,#“from#my#perspective,#to#accelerate#the#city’s#progress#towards#meeting#its#carbon#reduction#targets#by#better#aligning#the#city’s#goals#with#its#core#mission#and#function.”#Sunil#Garg#recalled#the#process#as,#“being#relatively#structured#and#particularly#around#reducing#carbon.”#This#sentiment#was#reiterated#by#Tom#McKone#of#the#Civic#Consulting#Alliance#when#he#said,#“the#plan#was#meant#to#address#environmental#sustainability.”#This#focus#on#environmental#sustainability#did#come#with#a#newfound#incorporation#of#economic#sustainability#and#green#jobs.## The#Emanuel#administration#brought#with#them#a#newfound#focus#on#job#creation.#Hipolito#Roldan,#the#President#of#the#Hispanic#Housing#Coalition,#who#was#involved#with#the#development#of#the#“Chicago#Climate#Action#Plan”,#said,#“Mayor#Emanuel#and#his#leadership…within#the#context#of#the#sustainable#goals…are#more#focused#on#job#creation.”#One#specific#policy#that#many#subjects#brought#up#was#the#creation#of#the#Greencorps#Youth#Employment#program#that#employed#600#Chicago#youth#in#a#jobs#training#program#focused#on#horticulture#and#bikes#for#six#weeks#during#its#first#summer#in#2013.#This#combination#of#jobs#and#the#environment,#however,#was#mainly#focused#in#the#loop#and#in#working#with#large#for#profit#
!100#companies.### The#focus#on#big#business#and#on#those#with#resources#was#repeated#throughout#the#interviews.#It#came#out#most#apparently#in#the#interview#with#Carlos#Nelson,#the#executive#director#of#the#Greater#Auburn#Gresham#Development#Corporation.#When#asked#what#the#goals#and#policy#priorities#of#“Sustainable#Chicago#2015”#were,#Nelson#said,#“that#the#priorities#were#getting#big#corporations#who#account#for#a#large#amount#of#energy#usage#to#become#environmentally#conscious.”#He#acknowledged#the#importance#of#that#because#of#their#large#energy#usage,#but#he#was#not#alone#in#his#opinion.#Roldan,#who#represents#minority#communities#in#much#of#his#work,#echoed#the#sentiments#stating#that,#“the#down#office#buildings#are#going#to#[benefit#the#most]”#from#the#plan#because#“if#you#wanted#to#sort#of#maximize#your#focus#and#effort#and#production,#then#where#is#the#most#square#footage?#It’s#of#course#in#downtown#office#buildings.#So#that#seems#to#be#a#logical#place#to#start.”#They#both#agree#that#starting#with#the#loop#and#with#energy#efficiency#focuses#are#logical,#but#the#problem#comes#in#the#discrepancy#between#what#the#plan#says#and#what#the#actors#remember#as#significant.##
Conclusion$# Networks#influence#policies.#As#described#in#Chapter#2,#it#is#important#to#understand#the#network#that#helped#to#develop#“Sustainable#Chicago#2015”#and#how#that#led#to#the#plan#that#the#city#has#today.#From#an#analysis#of#the#actors#acknowledged#in#the#plan#itself#it#is#clear#that#community#voices#were#not#adequately#represented,#especially#community#voices#with#a#focus#on#social#justice.#Additionally,#it#was#seen#that#minority#voices#did#not#have#very#much#influence#on#
























































































Pedestrian!Friendly!City!in!the!Country! Social! Not!at!all!Add!100!miles!of!protected!bicycle!facilities.! Social!! Not!at!all!Launch!bike!sharing!system…! Economic!!Social!! Not!at!all!Release!a!pedestrian!master!plan…! Social! Not!at!all!Enhance!adopt!and!use!the!revised!Complete!Streets!Guidelines…! Social! Not!at!all!Reduce!bicycle!and!pedestrian!fatalities…! Social! Not!at!all!!
9.!Improve!Freight!Movement!and!
Accelerate!HighZSpeed!Passenger!Rail!





















Million!Gallons!Per!Day)!Annually! Environmental! Not!at!all!Meter!50%!of!all!water!accounts.! Environmental! Not!at!all!Replace!320!miles!of!water!main.! Environmental!! Not!at!all!Collaborate!on!greywater!policy,!including!codes,!to!allow!for!expanded!use.! Environmental!! Not!at!all!Pilot!water!reductions!programs!and!technologies!at!CityUowned!facilities.! Environmental! Not!at!all!Track!and!report!water!use!at!City!facilities.! Environmental! Not!at!all!Launch!a!water!conservation!strategic!plan…! Environmental! Not!at!all!
14.!Enhance!Stormwater!Management!
to!Reduce!Sewer!Overflows!and!







































Reduction!and!ReZUse! Environmental!! Explicit!Expand!the!Blue!Cart!Recycling!program!to!all!600,000!CityUcollected!households.! Environmental!! Explicit!Improve!policies!to!promote!recycling,!composting,!and!building!material!reUuse.! Environmental! Not!at!all!Pilot!and!scale!best!practices!for!waste!reduction!at!a!major!festival.!! Environmental! Not!at!all!Divert!75%!eligible!municipal!construction!waste.! Environmental! Not!at!all!Meet!or!exceed!recycling!goals!at!75%!of!public!schools.!! Environmental! Not!at!all!Promote!landscape!waste!reduction!and!composting!among!households.! Environmental! Not!at!all!
21.!Incorporate!Standard!Green!











Greenhouse!Gas!Emissions! Environmental! Not!at!all!Close!Fisk!and!Crawford!generating!stations!earlier!than!planned,!benefitting!the!city!with!reduced!air!pollution.!! Environmental! Implicit!Reduce!Chicago!Transit!Authority!bus!particulate!matter!emissions!by!50!percent!and!nitrous!oxide!emissions!by!30!percent!while!maintain!bus!service!levels.!! Environmental! Not!at!all!Implement!the!Chicago!Clean!Diesel!Contracting!Ordinance’s!Clean!Fleet!Score!and!ban!high!polluting!equipment!and!vehicles!on!City!projects!starting!in!2014.! Environmental! Not!at!all!
24.!Protect!the!City!and!Its!Residents!by!



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 149&Nemes,&Judith.&2011.&“Chicago&Shutting&Environmental&Department,&Adding&EcoY&Friendly&Measures&to&New&Budget.”&Crain’s$Chicago$Business.$Oct.&13.  http://www.chicagobusiness.com/article/20111013/NEWS02/111019914/chicagoYshuttingYenvironmentYdepartmentYaddingYecoYfriendlyYmeasuresYtoYnewYbudget&(Feb.&28,&2015)&&Norman,&Wayne&and&Chris&MacDonald.&2004.&“Getting&to&the&Bottom&of&‘Triple&&Bottom&Line’”&Business$Ethics$Quarterly$14(2):&243Y262.&&&Olberding,&Julie&Cencula&2002.&"Diving&into&the&‘Third&Waves’&of&Regional&Governance&and&Economic&Development&Strategies:&A&Study&of&Regional&Partnerships&for&Economic&Development&in&U.S.&Metropolitan&Areas."&
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